
From: RODNEY CLAPTON rclapton@shaw.ca
Subject: Sturgeon proposals

Date: July 31, 2018 at 12:55 PM
To: Schwindt, Colin Colin.Schwindt@gov.bc.ca
Cc: Dewar, Gerry gerrydewar@shaw.ca, Pare, Tony sturge-on@shaw.ca

                                                                                                              B.C. FEDERATION OF DRIFT
FISHERS
                                                                                                                                   4054 212 St
                                                                                                                                   Langley, B.C
                                                                                                                                     V3A  9K6

Mr. Schwindt  I am writing on behalf of our SCAAT representative Gerry Dewar who is away on a family
emergency & for  the BCFDF at large. We have reviewed the sturgeon regulation proposals & offer the
following comments:

It is or understanding that the voluntary compliance by sturgeon angles & guides to the request to not
fish in designated areas between the confluence of the Harrison River & the Region 2 boundary near
Hope has been very significant despite a perceived lack of notice forwarded by your Ministry. Obviously
this lack of info is critical to compliance by the non guided sector. We understand the Guiding
community has made a concentrated effort to inform all anglers of this request for voluntary
compliance.

As education & stewardship is always the best tools for compliance we question why regulations must
be established closing this area?  Our experience with past river closures is not positive with these
closures often becoming permanent thus reducing angler opportunities on a system experiencing
significant pressure.

We must also question if other sectors including First Nations have been asked to eliminate their
fishing in these areas as netting is acknowledged as very detrimental to sturgeon. What has been their
compliance?

Regarding fish out of water we understand significant effort has gone into producing a "Best Practices"
program to protect these fish. We know the guiding community has embraced & enhanced these
practices within their fisheries. Again more education & stewardship would be suggested as
alternatives to regulation. In our past discussions with the Victoria PAAT process we have suggested
implementing regs requiring that  all  wild steelhead to be kept in the water when released. We were
told by provincial staff that it was non enforceable & angler education & stewardship was the best
procedure. Would this position not also apply to sturgeon?

The BCFDF has for a number of years promoted the concept of a Fraser River Guardian program
which would include youth from both the aboriginal & non aboriginal community. These young people
are the future stewards & this concept has been supported by all sectors. To a very limited degree it
has been implemented on the lower Fraser & the Thompson River. We sincerely believe it has merit for
the entire Fraser system & we know significant support including financial is available.  Obviously the
significance of such an initiative in education & improving relations between sectors vindicates much
further discussion.

The BCFDF respectfully suggests that further discussion should take place on the regulation proposals
before any potential implementation.

Rod Clapton
BCFDF President         
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